Fiberglass limb phantoms: fabrication and use for quantitative scintigraphy.
Quantitative radionuclide scintigraphy often requires empirical calibration factors derived from phantoms which simulate the radioactivity distribution, tissue geometry and tissue composition of the region of interest. This paper describes a method in which casts made with fiberglass tape of the region of interest. This paper describes a method in which casts made with fiberglass tape are used to form realistic, water-fillable phantoms of the limbs. Phantoms were constructed for the hind legs of the dog and rabbit, species frequently used in developing new radioscintigraphic techniques. Leg bones removed from euthanized animals were mounted anatomically within the casts. The dimensions of the phantom cavities were determined by x-ray computed tomography. A procedure was developed for orienting the phantoms to match the hind leg geometry of a given experimental setup. Use of the phantoms for image activity calibration is illustrated for a geometric-mean counting technique used to determine 99mTc activity densities in soft-tissue regions of the dog thigh. Generalization of the calibration technique to planar and tomographic imaging is straightforward. In situ measurements of 99mTc activity density obtained by external counting were compared with in vitro radioassays of excised tissue. For 22 tissue samples obtained from four dogs, the in situ and in vitro data were linearly correlated (r = 0.98, p much less than or equal to 0.001) over a 50-fold range of activity density. The mean and standard deviation of the observed percent discrepancies [% discrepancy = 100 (in situ - in vitro)/in vitro] were (7.8 +/- 2.9) and (13.7 +/- 2.1), respectively.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)